
PROTEIN AND SKILL

E) their cells make different types of proteins. Answer: D Topic: Concept 5. 1 Skill: Knowledge/Comprehension 2)
Molecules with which functional groups may.

In theory, then, which class of biological polymer has the greatest information-coding capacity? B are
synthesized from subunits by dehydration reactions. C Both serine and leucine would be in the interior of the
globular protein. What would happen to DNA molecules treated with these enzymes? Further studies are
needed to identify the brain areas, in which protein synthesis occurs, and to characterize the proteins necessary
for motor skill learning. B humans have enzymes that can hydrolyze the? C double-helical structure of a DNA
molecule. D the addition of a water molecule. After a Skillathletic session, particularly in the Brave or Mighty
classes, a protein dose similar to that of endurance sports is recommended. Kleim et al. B fructose. D is in the?
E unsaturated fatty acid. In contrast, giving CHX just before session 2 does not interfere with the retention of
skills acquired during session 1. B Leucine would be in the interior, and serine would be on the exterior of the
globular protein. A removal of a water molecule B addition of a water molecule C formation of a glycosidic
bond D formation of a hydrogen bond E both removal of a water molecule and formation of a hydrogen bond
Answer: A Topic: Concept 5. Multi-protein shakes are suitable for total body training that combine moments
of muscle development and muscle definition, such as Boost classes. B They are not soluble in water. In
sports, it is very important for those who want to increase their muscle mass, for those with overtraining
syndrome and for those who want to speed up recovery after intense physical exertion. E contains one less
oxygen atom. A It is a hydrolysis reaction. B A diet rich in this molecule may contribute to atherosclerosis. A
They are both polymers of glucose. D They are hydrophilic compounds. D organization of a polypeptide chain
into an?


